
Five men are purchasing tools at a tool shop. Determine which speci�c tools each man is buying.

Shirt: black, blue, pink, purple, white

Name: Andrew, Owen, Robert, Wyatt, Zafar

Tool: chisel, drill, saw, shovel, wrench

Discount: 5%, 10%, 25%, 35%, 40%

Phone: Astrus, Giggle, Nakio, Sumsang, Sunny

The man who got a 35% discount is on the last spot.

Wyatt is wearing a Blue shirt.

Owen is the one wearing a Black shirt.

The discount of 40% is given to the customer

purchasing a Wrench.

The customer that got a 10% discount stands beside the

one using a Nakio phone.

The person who's getting a Shovel is right in the

middle.

The man buying a drill is on one end.

The customer who has an Astrus phone is next to

Andrew.

Owen is the person at the �rst spot.

The customers who are getting 25% and 40% off are

side-by-side.

The one with the Wrench is somewhere to the right of

the man in a Purple shirt.

Directly after the customer buying a Chisel, there's a

person in a White shirt.

Right before Zafar, there's a customer purchasing a

Chisel.

The customer saving 5% is standing next to the one

using a Sumsang phone.

Directly before the customer with a Sunny phone,

there's Wyatt.

The customer with an Astrus phone is in the fourth

position.

The holder of the Sunny phone is on one end.

The man buying a Saw is standing next to Robert.

Right after the person in a White shirt, there's a man

using a Sumsang phone.
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Five men are purchasing tools at a tool shop. Determine which speci�c tools each man is buying.

Shirt: black, blue, pink, purple, white

Name: Andrew, Owen, Robert, Wyatt, Zafar

Tool: chisel, drill, saw, shovel, wrench

Discount: 5%, 10%, 25%, 35%, 40%

Phone: Astrus, Giggle, Nakio, Sumsang, Sunny

The man who got a 35% discount is on the last spot.

Wyatt is wearing a Blue shirt.

Owen is the one wearing a Black shirt.

The discount of 40% is given to the customer

purchasing a Wrench.

The customer that got a 10% discount stands beside the

one using a Nakio phone.

The person who's getting a Shovel is right in the

middle.

The man buying a drill is on one end.

The customer who has an Astrus phone is next to

Andrew.

Owen is the person at the �rst spot.

The customers who are getting 25% and 40% off are

side-by-side.

The one with the Wrench is somewhere to the right of

the man in a Purple shirt.

Directly after the customer buying a Chisel, there's a

person in a White shirt.

Right before Zafar, there's a customer purchasing a

Chisel.

The customer saving 5% is standing next to the one

using a Sumsang phone.

Directly before the customer with a Sunny phone,

there's Wyatt.

The customer with an Astrus phone is in the fourth

position.

The holder of the Sunny phone is on one end.

The man buying a Saw is standing next to Robert.

Right after the person in a White shirt, there's a man

using a Sumsang phone.
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Customer #1 Customer #2 Customer #3 Customer #4 Customer #5

Shirt black whi�� purp�� bl�� pink

Name Owen Zafar Robert Wya�� And��w

Tool chi��l saw shovel w��nch dr��l

Discount 10% 5% 25% 40% 35%

Phone Gigg�� Nakio Sumsang Astrus Sunny
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